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Smooth Profile Rocker Cover Kit 
for Evolution Big Twin Models
A subtly different shape and completely 
enclosed recess for the upper cover screws 
allows for a continuous, sharp edge from front 
to rear resulting in an improved outer profile. 
Complete kit includes top, middle and bottom 
rocker box covers and all required hardware 
and gaskets. Sold each (two required per 
engine).
28530 Fit	all	Evolution	Big	Twin	models	from	

84-99

Multiple Skull Rocker Box Covers
Ominous 3-dimensional skulls design. Made from pol-
ished aluminum, each piece is sand-cast from a hand-
carved original. Sold in pairs.
37725 Fits	Evolution	Big	Twins	from	84-99
33150 Fit	Twin	Cam	models	from	99-14

Chrome Rocker Arm Covers for 
Shovelheads
For	all	Shovelheads	66-84.	Ready-to-install,	and	
include two rocker arm cover stud spacers for 
both	the	66-81	(short	stud)	and	82-84	(long	
stud)	applications.	They	replace	OEMs	17516-
77B, 17517-77B, 17518-80, 17519-80, 17550-80, 
17552-80
28452 Sold in sets
Note:	Due	to	the	nature	of	sand	cast	aluminum	parts,	small	
surface imperfections in the chrome are unavoidable.

S&S Roller Rockers and Rocker Covers for S&S Shovelhead Engines
Just	the	fact	that	the	S&S	polished	billet	rocker	covers	for	Shovelheads	look	so	good	may	be	rea-
son enough to put them on your bike, but the beauty is not just skin deep. The well thought out 
design offers a number of advantages over conventional cast rocker boxes. Machined from billets 
of	356	aluminum	on	modern	CNC	equipment,	these	rocker	boxes	provide	the	ultimate	in	dimen-
sional accuracy and stability. The top and bottom sections of the covers are sealed with an O-ring 
type seal that insures leak free operation. Rocker shafts used in the Shovelhead rocker boxes are 
an economical straight design similar to those found in Evolution engines.
601713 Front	and	rear	rocker	boxes	with	shafts
601712 Roller	rocker	arms	(set	of	four)
601794 Replacement	rocker	shafts	(set	of	four)

Drive rocker cover by PM
655899 Contrast cut for TC models 99-14
655900 Chrome for TC models 99-14
655901 Black for TC models 99-14

‘Drive’ Cover Line by Performance Machine
The DRIVE Cover Line includes a cover for the Rocker Box, Cam, Derby, Inspection, and 
Transmission, and are available in Show Chrome, our famous Contrast Cut and the innovative Black 
Ops finishes. All covers are a direct replacement for OE covers that are shipped with hardware and 
all necessary gaskets. DRIVE fast forward and dress your machine’s drivetrain with timeless style.


